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Abstract
This paper describes a stage in the COMENEGO project, which is creating comparable corpora of Business texts in order to
distribute them among translation practitioners so that they can use this resource when translating economic, business or financial
texts. This stage consists of discursive analysis of a pilot specialised corpus initially compiled in French and Spanish. Its textual
resources are classified in different categories which need to be confirmed so that they can be useful when including them into
the virtual platform which will allow users exploit the corpus and filter their searches according to their specific needs. The aim
of this paper is to propose a discursive analysis approach based on the concept of ‘metadiscourse’ (Hyland, 2005).
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1. The COMENEGO project
The main aim of the COMENEGO ‘Corpus Multilingüe de Economía y Negocios’ Project is to create a stable
electronic corpus which can be used by translation practitioners, especially those who translate from French to
Spanish and vice versa, as it were a set of comparable texts, i.e. texts related to the source text which provide
information on text-type conventions or particularities of field-specific language use, for translation practitioners. It
is being created because there seems to be a lack of stable electronic corpora specialised in business (French and
Spanish) (Gallego-Hernández & Krishnamurthy, 2011).
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To do this, on the one hand, different pilot corpora specialised in business have been created (Gallego-Hernández 
& Krishnamurthy, 2011; Rodríguez-Inés, 2013). The textual resources of the main pilot corpus, which corresponds 
to French and Spanish, were collected according to different external criteria (URL, text-type, source-type, etc.) and 
classified as follows: 
Table 1. Text-types and categories in COMENEGO. 
TEXT-TYPES CATEGORIES 
bank products, financial products and insurances; corporate webpages 
(commercial websites) 
COMMERCIAL 
on line courses; guides for consumers, investors and bank clients (webpages 
of teachers, universities, institutions) 
DIDACTIC 
laws, codes, decrees and legal advices (websites of ministries and agencies) LEGAL  
articles of associations, regulations, annual meetings, rules (corporate and 
informational websites) 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
press releases, news, newsletters (corporate websites and newspapers) PRESS 
academic papers (informational websites: specialised journals) SCIENTIFIC 
financial prospectus, annual accounts, annual reports, financial results, 
corporate responsibilities, management reports, analysis, country-specific, 




The next table contains some details (number of files, tokens, types, and token-type ratios) related to both Spanish 
and French texts and also to the different categories: 
 
Table 2. Categories in COMENEGO 
CAT. 
SPANISH FRENCH 
FILES TOKENS TYPES RATIO FILES TOKENS TYPES RATIO 
COM 5255 1329915 35321 37.65 3909 1325544 29316 45.21 
DID 1491 1276089 40641 31.39 1121 1304585 35937 36.30 
LEG 211 1342698 23077 58.18 21 1293704 14772 87.57 
ORG 429 1337822 29417 45.47 634 1365468 21885 62.39 
PRS 2214 1329029 37314 35.61 2859 1308418 37928 34.49 
SCI 99 1311731 34483 38.03 203 1301102 32710 39.77 
TEC 351 1188068 40777 29.13 133 1187806 24646 48.19 
TOTAL 10050 9115352 113100 80.59 8880 9086627 89133 101.94 
 
These figures correspond to converted and partially cleaned TXT files. The Spanish corpus has around nine 
million words and the French one has also around nine million words (Gallego-Hernández & Krishnamurthy, 2011).  
A virtual platform which is still under construction was initially designed to distribute the corpus once copyright 
permissions were obtained (this stage has not yet been completed). The main page of this platform looks like this: 
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Fig. 1. COMENEGO platform
As we may see in the figure above, the platform also allows users to filter their searches by the initial categories 
of the pilot corpus, that is: commercial, didactic, legal, organizational, press, scientific and technical.
At the moment, the exploitation of the corpus allows the investigation of every word in every text, via 
concordances, and ascertain word classes, meanings, usages, collocations or phraseologies. Figure 2 shows
concordance lines for the term “dividendo”:
Fig. 2. Example of concordances in the COMENGO platform
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As it may be seen in the figure above, when extracting concordance lines for “dividendo”, the platform shows not 
only the results for each text but also the category it belongs to. If users want to ascertain the meaning of this word, 
they should filter the search by the didactic category, which often contains texts explaining the meaning of this term: 
 
 
Fig. 3. Filtered results in the COMENEGO Platform 
As may be seen in the figure above, different concordance lines contain a definition of the term “dividendo”: 
dividendo: parte del beneficio social que se reparte entre los accionistas [the part of the profit distributed to 
shareholders]. 
2. The main problem 
The contents of the COMENEGO pilot corpus were collected on the basis of intuition, personal experience, 
external criteria (text-genres) and Cassany’s work (2004). Therefore, the seven categories in which its resources are 
now classified may not be objective and may be inefficient when exploiting the virtual platform. We believe that 
discourse analysis may help us identify internal, linguistic, features that support or confirm its taxonomic validity. 
To do this we can use corpus linguistics tools. 
We believe that one of the objects of analysis which may help us to suggest that this or that text can be included 
in one or more categories is the concept of “metadiscourse”, initially introduced by Vande Kopple (1985) and 
Crismore et al. (1993), and defined by Hyland (2005) as “the cover term for the self-reflective expressions used to 
negotiate interactional meanings in a text, assisting the writer (or speaker) to express a viewpoint and engage with 
readers as members of a particular community”.  
On a functional level, metadiscourse helps the author of a text to establish links with the audience (e.g. via 
persuasion, entertainment, dissuasion, etc.) without really adding new information. On a social level, metadiscourse 
may differ according to the purposes or objectives that different communities pursue when communicating.  
Hyland (2005: 48-54) distinguishes two main categories of metadiscourse: interactive resources, which are used 
“to organize propositional information in ways that a projected target audience is likely to find coherent and 
convincing”, and interactional resources, which “involve readers and open opportunities for them to contribute to 
the discourse by alerting them to the author’s perspective towards both propositional information and readers 
themselves”. Within the interactive resources, the author distinguishes five categories: 
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 Transition markers, which are mainly logical connectors such as conjunctions and adverbial phrases used to help 
readers interpret pragmatic connections between propositions: addition, comparison, consequence: furthermore, 
in conclusion… 
 Frame markers, which signal text boundaries and elements of schematic text structure: first, then, in sum… 
  Endophoric markers, which refer to other parts of the text: see figure, as noted above… 
  Evidentials, which refer to ideas from another source: according to X, Z states… 
  Code glosses, which help the author rephrase, explain or elaborate what has been said and be sure the reader 
understand what the author means: that is, for example… 
 
Within the interactional resources, the author distinguishes other five categories: 
  Hedges, which help the writer to emphasize the subjectivity of a position by allowing information to be presented 
as an opinion rather than a fact: possible, might, perhaps, broadly… 
 Boosters, which unlike hedges allow the author to close down alternatives or head off conflicting views: 
definitely, demonstrate, clearly… 
 Attitude markers, which convey the author’s affective attitude to propositions, such as surprise, agreement, 
obligation, frustration, etc.: agree, unfortunately, appropriate, remarkable, prefer…  
 Self mention, which can be measured by the frequency of first-person pronouns and possessive adjectives: I, me, 
our… 
 Engagement markers, which help the author to directly address readers to focus their attention, or to include them 
as discourse participants: you, your, consider… 
 
Hyland (2005) studies the phenomenon of metadiscourse and all its markers from an academic viewpoint which 
has proved insufficient for other corpora and/or specialised areas like tourism, business and journalism. In fact, 
Hyland (2005: 87) highlights that one of the main aspects of this concept is its dependence on the context, so it is 
closely related to the standards and expectations of certain text genres. This is why it seems that the interactional 
dimension, which is an essential part of Halliday’s (1978) “register”, is being more studied than the interactive one, 
especially in non-academic texts (academic texts written by economists have also been discussed by Mauranen, 
1993; Valero-Garcés, 1996; Mur-Dueñas, 2010), which seem to be the kind of texts in which metadiscourse has 
been most studied (especially the interactional metadiscourse), such as journalistic genres of opinion (Dafouz-Milne, 
2008, Suau-Jiménez, 2011), tourism promotional web pages (Labarta-Postigo & Suau-Jiménez, 2006; Suau-Jiménez 
& Dolón-Herrero, 2008; Suau-Jiménez, 2006) or CEO’s letters (Gallego-Hernández, 2012). These studies have 
demonstrated how important is the context to establish the corresponding markers that effectively describe a 
specialised discourse or text type and believe that “la esencia del metadiscurso es la relación interpersonal y no la 
textual, ya que, por la propia definición del concepto, éste ha de tomar en consideración la subjetividad del emisor y 
del receptor, es decir, su aspecto cognitivo y su conocimiento del mundo, vehiculando todo ello a través de unas 
estrategias lingüísticas concretas basadas en el uso de marcadores específicos” (Suau-Jiménez, 2012: 148). 
3. Analysis of COMENEGO 
Despite this new trend towards interpersonality, we believe that both the intra- and inter-linguistic interactive and 
interactional metadiscourse analysis of the different categories of COMENEGO would provide an empirical basis 
which may help us to objectively classify the textual resources of the pilot corpus. 
Since Suau-Jiménez (2013) has already proposed a kind of analysis for the pilot corpus based on interactional 
markers, in this paper we will focus on one of Hyland’s (2005) interactive categories: the endophoric markers which 
refer to information in other parts of a text. To do this we have used Antconc, especially its ‘clusters’ and 
‘concordance’ functions. On the one hand, the ‘clusters’ function helped us to establish the different kind of clusters 
which are potential endophoric markers. For instance, we  extracted clusters for the key words “parte+” and 
“partie+” and have selected the ones which may be endophoric markers: 
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Table 3. Potential endophoric clusters 
PARTIE+ PARTE+ 
première partie; deux parties; ème partie; deuxième partie; 
seconde partie; troisième partie; dans cette partie; dernière 
partie; Cette partie; quatrième partie; la 1ère partie; la 3ème 
partie; cinquième partie; partie présente; partie de cet; partie 
précédente; partie inférieure; partie gauche; partie droite; partie 
de ce qu; partie suivante 
parte superior; parte inferior; parte final; parte izquierda; parte 
central; parte derecha; situado en la parte; de esta parte; estas 
partes; en esta parte 
 
On the other hand, the ‘concordance’function helped us to quantify the number of occurrences of these kinds of 
clusters. We have used this methodology with different keywords such as “chapitre+”, “exemple+”, “figure+”, 
“graphique+”, “paragraphe+”, “partie+”, “section+”, “tableau+”, in French, and “apartado+”, “capítulo+”, 
“cuadro+”, “gráfico+”, “párrafo+”, “parte+”, “secci+n++”, “table+”, “véa+se”, in Spanish, which frequently 
occured in the corpus.  
Concerning other key words such as “diagramme+”, “encadré+”, “image+”, “infra”, “lignes”, “plus bas”, “supra” 
or “table+”, in French, and “diagrama+”, “infra”, “más abajo”, “más arriba”, “pie de página”, “próximas líneas”, 
“siguientes líneas” or “supra”, in Spanish, which were not as frequent as the previous ones, we just extracted their 
concordances (without using ‘clusters’) and studied them in detail: 
 
1 s, téléchargez-le gratuitement en cliquant sur l'image suivante :      Plan d'intervention exceptionne  com 
2 s, téléchargez-le gratuitement en cliquant sur l'image suivante :     Plan d'intervention exceptionne T com 
3 eants ne se préoccupent pas des incidences sur l'image de cet appareil et de ses utilisateurs.  De lour did 
4      Profil Risk : Appel de marge  Cliquez sur l'image pour agrandir   Le Broker évalue le risque et ré did 
5 il s'agirait d'un système d'écriture basée sur l'image. Toujours est-il que ces codex ont pu être déchi did 
6 ois voient les européens, 2003, PUF. Livre sur l'image des produits européen en Chine (voir extrait en  did 
7 06 février 2009 Sur le thème « 2009, arrêt sur l'image », l'image sous toutes ses formes est à l'honneu prs 
8   Pour télécharger le pictogramme, cliquez sur l'image   Contacts Pernod Ricard Francisco de la VEGA /  prs 
9  pouvant avoir une incidence significative sur l'image donnée par les comptes annuels, selon les princi tec 
10 l'égard d'un confrère ou susceptible de ternir l'image de la profession. Ils s'efforcent de résoudre à  leg 
 
As we may see in this selection of contexts for the keyword “image”, concordance lines 1, 2, 4 and 8 correspond 
to metadiscourse (eg Cliquez sur l’image “click on the image”). However, the keyword “image” in concordance 
lines 3, 5, 6, 7 and 10 do not correspond to any part of the text, so they were not included in the quantitative 
analysis. 
The overall results may be represented as follows: 
 
 








COM DID ORG TEC SCI LEG PRS
FR ES
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4. Discussion 
The results show us that there are differences among the different categories into which the COMENEGO pilot 
corpus is divided: 
 The legal category uses endophoric markers most frequently in both languages. This appears to be normal as the 
content of legal texts (codes, laws, decrees and legal advices) usually refer to different parts of its texts. 
 The scientific category also uses endophoric markers more frequently than other categories in both languages. 
This also appears to be normal, as scientific writers need to organize their texts in different sections or chapters 
and use different illustrations, schemas or images. 
 The commercial and press categories hardly use any endophoric markers, which also seems to be normal, as these 
kinds of texts are shorter (see Table 2) than the texts in the other categories, and focus on different kinds of 
information and interaction. 
 The didactic category  uses endophoric markers in both languages, but not as frequently as legal or scientific 
categories. Didactic texts do not need to guide readers to different parts of their contents, as their main focus is to 
teach thethe readers, or show them how to act in different circumstances. 
 There seems to be a contrastive difference in the organizational category in French and Spanish which should be 
investigated in greater detail when focusing on contrastive analysis. 
5. Conclusions  
In this paper we have presented a model of analysis and drawn up a strategy to analyse the categories of the 
COMENEGO pilot corpus. We believe that this model will help us on the one hand to define these categories and 
eventually reclassify them. This has tremendous importance not only for the design of the query language of the 
virtual platform which will distribute the corpus, but also for the filter options which are based on this classification. 
On the other hand, this kind of analysis may also help us to characterize and contrast the actual languages of the 
COMENEGO pilot corpus, which will have direct implications for translator training.  
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